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Passive systems

passive

positive real



Passivity-preserving 
model reduction

Projection method: Find                          such that  

and

positive real



Ex: Stochasically balanced 
model reduction

(ARE)

Solution set:

Truncation:

Stochastic balancing:



Antoulas’ observation
Consider the class of approximants            that retains r stable 
spectral zeros of the original function; i.e., r stable zeros of      

Then, if                                    are the mirror images (in the 
imaginary axis) of these spectral zeros, the interpolant

is positive real. In other words, the passivity property is 
preserved in such a model reduction procedure. 



Spectral zeros
Recall notation:



Sorensen’s algorithm
Partial real Schur decomposition:

Singular value decomposition:

positive real



Interpolation in the matrix case
Sorensen’s solution satisfies



Analytic interpolation 
with degree constraint

• f analytic for Re{z} > 0

• Re{f (z)} > 0 for Re{z} > 0

Find: Positive real function
f

Given:

such that  (i)

(ii) f rational of degree at most r



Complete parameterization

(i) & (iii)



Non-linear coordinates

THEOREM. The two foliations 
intersect transversely so that each 
leaf in one meets each leaf in the 
other in exactly one point.

The manifold of all           such that                 is positive real
has two foliations:

A foliation with one leaf  for each choice of  spectral zeros   
(Kalman filtering)

Another foliation with one leaf for each choice of w0, w1, …,wn



Optimization approach

over all positive real f subject to

Given         , maximize

This optimization problem has a unique solution, 
which has the form

where

determined via the dual problem



Dual problem

Convex optimization problem with a unique solution



Maximum entropy solution

Cf. Mustafa-Gloverlinear problem



Back to the dual problem

• Maximum entropy solution for 

• The Antoulas-Sorensen solution also requires choosing
interpolation points in zeros of        plus



The Antoulas-Sorensen method 
as the maximum entropy solution





Global-analysis approach

Since we have a smooth parameterization, the reduced-order
solution obtained by the (numerically efficent) Sorensen 
algorithm (or some other method) can be tuned to specifications
by moving the

• spectral zeros
• interpolation points

while passivity and degree are preserved.  



A benchmark problem
Original system:

Antoulas-Sorensen:

Global-analysis approach:



A large-scale problem:
A CD player

Model reduction:

Antoulas-Sorensen solutions:



Global-analysis
solution

Antoulas-Sorensen
solutions



Discrete-time NP interpolation 
with degree constraint

Given:
z0,  z1, …,  zn | zk| < 1   (distinct)
w0, w1, …, wn Re{wk} > 0

Find: Carathéodory function
f

• f analytic for |z| ≤ 1

• Re{f (z)} > 0 for |z| ≤ 1 

such that (i)

(ii) f rational of degree at most n

> 0

such that Pick matrix

For simplicity
normalize:



Schur polynomials of degree n

roots are
spectral zeros

f



Complete parameterization



Optimization approach

over all              subject to

Given          , maximize

This optimization problem has a unique solution, 
which has the form

where

determined via the dual problem:



Dual problem
Given         , minimize the strictly convex functional

over the convex set of all                          such that

THEOREM. There is a unique minimum.

Then where

and



Primal problem reformulated

Maximum entropy solution for

Optimal solution: where Q solution of
the dual problem



Dual problem reformulated

For           , the optimal solution:          
where      optimal solution of primal problem 

where



Kullback-Leibler divergence

prediction-error
approximation

Anderson, Moore and Hawkes
Stoorvogel, van Schuppen



constant

The Antoulas-Sorensen approach corresponds to the choice of
basis functions in which z1,  z2, …,  zr are spectral zeros.



Conclusions

• The Antoulas-Sorensen solution is essentially 
- the maximum entropy solution
- the minimum prediction-error solution in a        
model class with spectral zeros at spectral zeros of 
the function to be approximated

• It can in general be improved by smooth tuning of 
the spectral zeros and the interpolation points
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